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redeemable in specie on demand, whoever
•Arrival of the ilcttdia,
Assumption of State Debts.—Indications off the debts of these States, and leave Ver
is the holder or has the control of the lar from various quarters, show that the Ad mont and New Hampshire in the lurch, ŒT 16 DAYS LA TER FR OH E UR OPE.
gest portion of the specie of the country, ministration party have a concerted plan to would be the extreme of injustice, and alike
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
The steam ship Acadia arrived at Boston,
holds in bis hands the money power of the charge the Whig party with the project of repugnant to the common sense and com at 8 o’clock on Saturday morning, in twelve
JAMES K. REMICH.
mon
honesty
of
every
man.
But
to
divide
Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. nation. This bill places that power in the inducing the Government to assume the
days and seventeen hours from Liverpool,
Executive. His agents, the receivers, hold State debts. This charge was the burden the proceeds of the sales equally among the having left Liverpool at 3 o’clock on the
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— the specie, and they ate under the control of all the speakers at the Van Buren Con- States, so as to enable those States, which afternoon of the 4th. She was detained fl
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which/( of the Executive. It is true, the law places venlion
-----’
1held
11 'last* week
---- rn---------------w H.
u were
saddled with debts to extricate them bout ten hours at Halifax, so that her pas
in Claremont, N.
’
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
and enable those not in debt, like sage was made in a little over 12 days, sail
i
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub restraints upon the Executive; but there is The following extract from an account of selves,
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
a power above the law, and where that is the Convention, in the Claremont Eagle, Vermont and New Hampshire, to appropri ing time. She had 94 passengers.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for the case, the people may well fear that it will show the drift of argument on this sub- ate
t the funds to their own internal improve
Lieut. Fayrer, R. N. had been dismissed
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
and to the cause of popular educa from the command of the steamer President.
i
may be abused. Men may be jealous of ject. The time and place in which the un- ments,
charged for its insertion:
would be a project worthy of the best His friends had held a meeting on the sub
t
their liberties without imputing an immedi warranted charge was met, confronted with tion,
of the country. Such, said Mr. ject, at which a letter in his own defence
s
ate design to destroy them. An opportu those who made it, and .in presence of Ad- statesmen
Adams, is the favorite plan of the Whigs,-— was read, and elicited immense applause. —
TO THE
Jnity opened is sufficient cause for awaken ministration men from Vermont and New .
distribution among all, and not partial The moving cause of his dismissal appears to
<
PEOPLE OF THE STATEOF MAINE, ¡ing distrust. This is the reason of the a- Hampshire, will add much to the effect of equal
BY A PORTION OF THEIR FELLOW-CITIZENS, larm
I
| gratuities to debtor Stales, to relieve them have been the dissatisfaction of the owners of
which spread through (he country the contradiction.—Bostqn Adv.
embarrassments at the cost of the the PresidejxLjQn acrnnt of the uaieoccupiFROM WHAT IS STYLED 44 AN ADDRESS 1when the standing army bill was promulgat
The Hon, Senator Hubbard occupied the from
1
prudent States. As a proof that the ed by that steamer in crossing the Atlantic.
OF THE DEMOCRATIC MEM- |ed. It is an indirect attack that endangers attention of the meeting the whole forenoon, more
1
The Acadia had only 31 hours from Hal
constitution. Wherever it is publicly and made, free use of the party slang-wang leading Whig statesmen are opposed to the
BERS OF THE LEGISLATURE the
i
the danger is over. It is a mask of the times against federalism—aristocracy monstrous project of assuming the State ifax to Boston.
TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY avowed,
■
when Mr. Benton introduced a Reso
Trade in the manufacturing districts of
IN THE STATE OF MAINE.” <ed design, under plausible pretences, which — British Whigs, and the Banks ; but it had debts,
'
will destroy our liberties by gradually under no more application to the Whig party than lution on the subject, the project was de England continued dull.
[concluded.]
The President steam packet left Liverpool
their supports, if we ever lose them. to himself or political associates. At the nounced by the Whig Senators from Ver
These gentlemen, [the Van Buren mem- mining
1
The importance of the subjects alluded to close of his speech, however, lie undertook mont, and others of the party, and none of for New-York on the 1st of October. She
bers of the Legislature in their late address
the leading statesmen of the party advocat has on board 140 passengers, and 2000 pack
to the 44 Democratic party in the State of in the address of the Van Buren members of to tell the meeting, that it was the grand ob
ed
it. Nor, so far as he had observed, had ages (500 tons) of light goods.
the
Legislature,
and
the
extraordinary
man

ject of the Whig party to make the general
Maine,”] complain that their opponents have
any of the leading W’hig papers advocated
The King of Holland has abdicated in fa
misrepresented the 44 Independent Treasury ner in which it was got up and sent forth, government assume all the enormous debts it. As to the charges against the National
bill ” This may explain what before ap will be an apology for the length of this ap of the States. He asserted boldly and dis Intelligencer, and N. Y. Com. Advertiser, vor of his son.
The Grain market had declined a shade.
peared inexplicable —how it was possible peal. The comment occupies more space tinctly, that should General Harrison be e- the able editors of those influential papers
The
rumor of the capture of Canton, doubt
than
the
text.
But
the
subjects
are
not
ex

lected
President,
the
nation
would
be
called
for honest men to support an administration
were abundantly able to vindicate them less had its rise in the destruction of the
after it had forced through Congress a meas hausted. It would have been interesting to upon to assume all these debts.
This unjust and unfounded charge was selves from charges, which Mr. A. believed Forts of Bocca Tigris.
ure so destructive as we believe this bill is refer more fully to the principles which will
The Princess Augusta died at 9 o’clock on
guide
the
administration
of
Gen.
Harrison.
reiterated
with more or less force and great to be entirely unfounded. But he consid
to the dearest interests of our common coun
But
we
must
refer
to
his
own
writings
and
stress by each succeeding speaker. Dur ered it unfair and ungenerous in the conven the evening of the 25th Sept.
try. Either they are ignorant of its pro
tion to embody in a formal resolution, such
Affairs in Spain were still in confusion.—
visions, or we do not understand them. speeches— particularly to the oue recently ing the day a great majority of the audience gross charges against the whole Whig party.
The Basque provinces had declared in favor
delivered
at
Dayton.
He
is
honest
—
were
Whigs,
and
it
was
difficult
for
them
to
Upon one point all fair men must be agreed,
As a humble member of that party, and in
that from some cause or other the condition whatever he promises he will practice. Of remain silent while such gross charges were the name of the party, continued Mr. Ad of the Queen. The ministry appointed by
the Queen had refused to act. The partizans
one
thing,
the
people
may
rest
assured,
that
dealt
out.
of the country is in that State when a change
At the close of the debate, or rather the ams, I hereby deny the whole truth of the of Espartero talked of assembling a conven
of policy can do us no injury, and maybe he will not copy the example of the present
allegation, and protest against its being pro tion, and removing the Queen from the Re
an improvement. The time has been when administration. He will not indulge in ex ex parte tirade of abuse, (for the speaking
claimed as a Whig measure.’’
gency.
travagant
furniture,
purchased
at
the
public
'
■
was
all
on
one
side,)
a
series
of
resolutions
the country was prosperous—when industry
There had been some further disturbances
received the reward, of its exertions —when expense,—he will not ape the measures or' were read by the member of Congress from
THE CABIN.
at
Lisbon ; the Colonel of one of the regi
habits
of
foreign
courts;
and
last
of
all,
will
H
this
district.
In
one
of
the
resolutions
it
well directed enterprize was crowned with
Rev. Arthur Elliot, of Butler County, ad
success — when the currency of the whole he consult and quote for our example the" was gravely asserted in substance, that it dressed a cabin-full on Saturday afternoon ments had been killed by a volley fired upon
country was in a sound state. That time monarchies of Europe in their financialI was the design of certain great English last, and Gov. Metcalf of Kentucky, on him by his own men.
Thé British ship of war Lily arrived at
has passed. If the millions of people of measures—that great engine of despotism1 bankers and the Whig statesmen and pres- Monday evening. On both occasions, a
Mauritius on the 21st June, from Mozam
this great country cannot fully comprehend by which they hold in thrall their miserable! ses, for the National Government to assume rich treat was extended to our citizens.
bique, with 268 slaves on board, captured
the causes of the derangement oí business, subjects. It will be glory enough for him> the State debts, and that the Whig party,
Mr. Elliott opened his speech by allu
the workings of ar complex system, still the not to walk in the footsteps of his 44 prede■ at the instance of this foreign monied aris ding to certain grave charges which had from the Portuguese brig Jose, on the 17th
ult. off Quiliimane.—Newburyport Her.
tocracy, had undertaken to carry out this
millions can see and/eeZ. Hunger and dis cessor.”
been
prefered
against
Gen.
Harrison
in
this
If
what
these
gentlemen
had
seen
fit
to
monstrous project !
important from china.
tress is the same to the uninformed as to the
When the President was about to put the community. It had been seriously alleged,
learned physician who can explain all the address to the public had been a piece of
Extract of a letter dated Bombay, July
that
Harrison
was
profane
and
intemper
ate.
functions of the body. It is denied by these argument, it would matter little to the pub question on the adoption of the resolutions, These assertions Mr. Elliott contradicted in 23, al 9 o’clock in the evening, received by
gentlemen that the operation of this bill will lic whose argument it was. If it was a Joseph T. Adams of Boston, rose and ask the strongest, most positive and most em the Mediterranean Packet :—
be to reduce the price of labor and the val statement of facts, supported by proof, it ed permission to make a few remarks on phatic language.—They were not true, and
A private express from Calcutta has arriv
ue of the products of labor. As they un would be equally immaterial what form it one of them,—that relating to the assump they had no foundation in truth. This he ed, which states that intelligence has been
assumed.
But
as
this
document
is
neither
a
tion of State debts. Permission being giv
derstand it, it is said to be simply 44 to man
was ready to establish before a jury of Van received there from China, by the steamer
age the financial concerns of the Govern course of argument, nor a statement of facts en, Mr. Adams stated, that touching the Buren men. He bad been personally ac Enterprise, of the arrival of part of the expe
supported
by
proof,
the
proceeding
looks
course
of
the
discussion,
and
the
various
ment as every town, every county, and fl
quainted with Gen. Harrison during a peri dition in the Canton river, and of the total
bout every State in the Union manage their like a political stratagem, adopted first by a sweeping charges, that had been made a- od of thirty one years.)—he had for some destruction of the forts of the Bocca Tigris.
few
of
the
unscrupulous,
and
then
by
cau

gainst
the
Whig
party,
he
had
nothing
to
of

own affairs.” Now here is an explanation,
years preached at his house—he had often We shall know the truth of it in a day or
an illustration by analogy, of the 44 Indepen cus drilling, aided by party denunciation, fer at this late hour, though as an active been a guest at bis hospitable mansion—and two.
the
more
moderate
were
forced
to
give
their
member
of
the
Whig
party
he
could
not
as

dent Treasury bill,” which all can compre
he pronounced the charges, of his own per
The following, from a correspondent of the
hend. All know how the financial affairs signatures, and thus lend a fictitious impor sent to them. Nevertheless, being accident sonal knowledge, false and slanderous.
London Standard, is additional to the above.
tance
to
an
effusion,
which
otherwise
would
ally present, he could not sit with folded
of their own town are managed; the taxes
4iI send you in haste the accompanying ex
are assessed, the collector notifies the rate be unworthy of serious notice. Many who arms, and see the resolution referred to aGreat Whig Meeting in Cincinnati.—
payers, and calls for the amount, and re ■lave read this document, consider it such dopted, without denying its truth and pro Almost five columns of the Cincinnati tract of a letter from Bombay, received by a
ceives it in such money as is current, wheth an insult to the understandings of those to testing against the unfounded charge it con Gazette of the 3d instant, are filled with a friend of mine in Liverpool—4 After the ves
er it be bank bills or specie. He pays it o- whom it is addressed, that it would carry tained. It was enough to hear vague char description of the great Whig meeting on the sels had destroyed the forts of the Bogue at
ver to the treasurer, who, as a matter of con with it its own cure—that any man to whom ges reiterated by the speakers, but to see 1st. The scene must have been magnifi the entrance of the Bocca Tigris, some troops
venience, usually deposits it in a bank, if a copy was sent with a view of its influen the monstrous proposition embodied in a cent, and we do not marvel that the editor and seamen were sent on shore to put them
his opinions would consider it a re resolution, to go forth to the world, was a
in a state of defence against the Chinese.—
one happens to be in his town, and if not cing
'
of the Gazette waxes eloquent in speaking The expedition then proceeded towards
keeps it by him, and pays it out in checks proach upon his intelligence. This may little too much for common patience. He of it.
Whampoa, having pressed two Chinese pi
on the bank where deposited, and when not be a correct view ; but still the pernicious would therefore take this occasion formally
From a postscript in the same paper we lots ; but on reaching Second Bar, the pas
itself would deserve reprehension. to deny the truth of the charge against Gen.
deposited, in such money as he receives example
’
learn, with deep regret, that the angry pas
from the collector. In all this in what does If the prudence of reserve and decorum dic Harrison and the Whig party, and would sions of the weaker party were roused to sage for large vessels was impeded by the
tates
silence
in
some
circumstances,
in
oth

call
for
proofs
of
its
correctness.
He
had
Chinese having taken the precaution to sink
it agree with the 44 Independent Treasury 1
prudence of a higher order demands of been a close observer of passing events such a height that they were not satisfied some large junks—however, the smaller ves
bill”? That provides that one quarter of ers,
'
without violence and outrage. The Gazette sels and steamers will almost immediately
the revenues of the Government shall be us
1 to speak. If what has been said in this through the whole campaign, and had not says :—
appeal
has
reason
and
truth
for
a
foundation,
heard
that
any
of
the
leading
Whig
states

proceed with a strong military force to raze
paid in specie this year—one half next year '
There was a party of hot headed Van Canton to the ground.”
let
reason
and
truth
have
their
proper
in

men
or
presses
had
advocated
the
project
of
— three quarters the year after—and after
Buren men and boys, that labored assidu
Bombardment and Destruction of Beythat all the dues of Government, whether fluence. This is addressed to the candid assumption, as a party measure. He there ously to interrupt the people’s celebration,
arising from duties, from sales of lands, or and thinking part of the community. To fore took this occasion to deny the truth of day before yesterday. They enacted sev rout.—We copy the following important in
from direct taxes, shall be paid in specie. the drummers and trumpeters of the party the charge, and to call on the gentlemen for eral scenes of violent outrage, alike disgrace telligence from the London Morning Her
ald of Oct. 3.
And this is to be kept in vaults by the re this is not addressed. They would drown their proofs.
The Hon, H. Hubbard then rose, and re ful to themselves and the party that gives
ceivers until required to be paid out. To with their voice the dying groans of the free
Paris, Oct. 2, half-past 8,
them countenance.
In performing their
make this illustration a parallel case, let us dom of their country, so long as their own marked, that he was glad to hear the objec disgraceful orgies at night, they broke the
Friday morning.
selfish
schemes
were
accomplished.
tion
made
and
that
be
was
obliged
to
the
consider the effect which a vote of all the
“
I
hasten
to
inform
you that the French
limbs
of
several
quiet
gentlemen,
who
were
In taking leave of the gentlemen who gentleman, for the courteous and appropri
towns in this State would have, that the
merely listening to the speeches addressed government have received the following most
signed
this
address,
they
will
pardon
us,
if
ate
terms,
in
which
he
had
made
the
objec

State, county and town taxes, amounting in
to the crowd. These desperate men, arm important telegraphic dispatch :
all to more than 2,090,000 dollars, should in commenting upon this document, we tion. He (Mr. H.) had merely given his o- ed with club and pistol, pushed into the
have
been
constrained
in
self
defence
to
use
Marseilles, Oct. 2, half-past 9.
pinion
and
he
would
cite
the
N.
Y.
Ameri

be paid in specie, and that no collector
dense mass of human beings, dealing their
“ Malta, Sept. 27.—The Prometheus,
should receive any other money in payment language, which will not commend itself to can as the whig paper which had made the murderous blows right and left, and dischar
for taxes. What would be the effect of their feelings. Thiy must reflect that when proposal, and that it had been adopted by ging their pistols whenever the darkness af which left Beyrout on the 20th, announces
sucha measure upon the business of the they descended from the dignity of the Le the National Intelligencer, and the N. Y. forded them a temporary shelter from recog that, after a bombardment of nine days, which
Stale ? The banks would stop issuing their gislator to act the part of a political parti- Commercial Advertiser ; that Mr. Clay, nition—and they may be thankful that no reduced the town to ashes, the Egyptians ebills, that they might not be immediately re zan, they forfeited a portion of the respect Mr. Webster and the leading Whigs, were one was killed. The Whigs rallied at the vacuated the town in the night, and the allies
turned for specie. This would make mon- which attaches to the former character. in favor of a distribution of the proceeds of Arch, corner of Main and Fourth streets, took possession of it.
44 The Oriental, which quitted Alexandria
ev scarce. This would check the opera That respect can be recovered. Come out the public lands among the States.
The Hon. Senator Pierce next rose and and kept up their vigils until morning. They on the 24th, makes known that the firman de
tions of business. Money being scarce and boldly, and say that your judgments were
were aided in their efforts to keep the peace
little business doing, would not this diminish not in the act. That the signing of it was reiterated the charge against the three news by the deputy sheriff, the Mayor and seve posing Mehemet Ali, had been communicat
made
a
test
of
party
allegiance,
and
you
papers
named,
repeated,
that
the
leading
ed on the 21st to his Highness by the Con
the demand for labor; and the demand for
” labor Hare(J not reUuse. Discard the leaders who Whigs were in favor of distribution, that a ral of our oldest citizens.
suls General of the Four Powers, who in
labor being diminished, the wages of
c.‘ LT..
stantly struck their flags and retired on
would be reduced. But if the system was ¡ have placed you in this position before the certain Whig member of Congress from
More Defalcation. — The Memphis
pursued —the banks now dividing less than public, and let it appear that you are deter Tennessee (whose name was not heard by (Tenn.) Enquirer says, 41 It was stated here board their shipping.
the income of capital invested in almost any mined to act for yourselves ; and then if in the reporter) was in favor of assumption, last week by a gentleman just from Arkansas, (Copy.) <£Director the Telegraph Flocon.”
44 The above is the most important and
other business, and taxed higher than any justice has been done you, there are none and that therefote, without knowing thefact that Capt. Collins, the disbursing agent at
other—the effect would be that ali the banks who will be more ready to make your a- positively, they had a right to infer that Little Rock, had proved a defaulter to a very alarming intelligence that could be received,
such was the settled design of the whig par- large amount—rumor says from 3 to $400,000. as members of the French government have
in the State would close up their business, mends than the Whigs of Maine.
•y!
said that if the treaty were executed a Poutand then our only currency would oe. the
44 Eccentricity.” — The Richmond En rene, there must be war.
Mr. Adams asked permission to rejoin
Why!—A pamphlet has been published at
I dare not say
bills of banks out of the State and specie —
New Jersey, containing the “ Address of Cap
quirer thinks “ Maine has exhibited some little
both of which would be more difficult to ob tain Stockton, of the United States Navy, to one word, amid calls for the question. He eccentricity ”! Very well, you can christen more to alarm the public mind, but I view it
tain as the demand for them increased. the American people,” in which that gentle said it was admitted on all hands, that the the licking you have got in that State, by any as most fatal news, and 1 have good reason
to do so.”
The banks of other States would not loan to man assigns the reasons why he is induced Whig party were in favor of a distribution name you please gentlemen.—[Whig.
tis^ for our money being required to pay tax to oppose the re-election of Martin Van Bu of the proceeds of the sales of the public
The above intelligence has produced a
lands equally among the States. Messrs.
es and that in specie, they would be run ren. The Newark Advertiser says :
Too good to be lost.—Whilst the pro complete panic in the city, and Consols have
upon for specie. We should soon thgn be
“They are, summarily, 1st, the fearful in Clay, Webster, and other leading Whig cession of Clubs was passing along our fallen nearly 1| per cent.
left to our own folly; and after sufferings crease of the public expenditures ; 2d, the statesmen were in favor of this great meas streets on the 5 th inst. in honor of “the
Ten thousand additional troops have been
and sacrifices, beginning gradually, and waste of the public money ; 3d, the numerous ure, as salutary to the best interests of the General who never lost a battle,” we notic ordered to embark at Constantinople for Cy
ending in absolute ruin to many, and to the defalcations ; 4th—the favor shown to defaul country. But this was manifestly a very ed with pride and pleasure a line of hardy prus. We have already stated that Mehemet
poor,^those-who have the least to lose, first, ters ; 5th, the militia standing army ; 6th, the different proposition from that of assump tars under a banner inscribed with the im Ali either was or feigned to be seriously in
disfranchisement of New Jersey ; and lastly,
and in distress to all, the system would have the disregard of all the principles of pure de tion : for instance, Vermont and New mortal name of Perry. An office-holder disposed. His disease is said to be a boil on
to be abandoned. So much for the illustra mocracy as settled by Jefferson, Madison and Hampshire have no State debts; while looking on recognized a sailor in the pro the spine, an affection peculiar to the Nile. ,
tion of this 44 simple financial measure.” Monroe, in relation to appointments, the cur Pennsylvania was indebted to the amount cession, and calling to him said — “ What His late apparent humility to the Sultan, and
But this bill has another and still more dan rency and home industry. These several po of more than thirty millions, and Maryland, Ben, is that you ?—are you a Whig ? 44 Yes” his offer through Rifat Bey to surrender Cangerous operation. Specie being the ac sitions are ably sustained by reference to factsi Ohio, Indiana and other States were large- says Ben, “ and a bloody good one too—I’m dia and Adana, are believed to have been a
knowledged foundation of our mixed curren drawn from official sources. The argument ly in debt, for their own canals, rail-roads a real Perry Jf ig-—N. Y. American.
mere ruse to gain time, and had his offers
and other internal improvements. To pay
cy, which consists of specie, and bank bills is clear and conclusive.”
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been accepted, he would probably not have
blow they have struck at the just authority
recommended the abolishing of all duties
MR. WEBSTER IN VIRGINIA.
abided by them.
and rights of the States? Let us follow
and the support of Government by a DiThe intelligence from Beyrout is extreme Extracts from Mr. Webster's Speech, delivered this matterout a little. In the palmy times
al Richmond, Virginia, on the 5lh instant.
j'rect
Tax on Land ? Do they not oppose
ly contradictory. It is said that Commodore
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1840.
of the Treasury, when it was not only full
Jail corporations, and thus waste the re
Napier has made prizes of some Egyptian
THE STANDING ARMY BILL.
but overflowing with the public money, the
sources and cramp the industry of the
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
ships he had already seized, and that he con
And now, gentlemen, permit me to ad States, to a very considerable extent, engag
couniry ?—Have they not increased the
tinues to interrupt all supplies going towards dress to you a few words in regard to those ed in works of Internal Improvement, and
FOR PRESIDENT, '
expenditures of the government enorthe coast. The Governor of Beyrout has, on measures of the General Government which in consequence of doing so had occasion to
Are not
the other hand, literally offered a reward for have caused the existing excitement through borrow money. We all know that money WMXIA3I H. HARRISON. ! mously—'millions on millions ?
’ their measures calculated to overthrow
the head of Lord Ponsonby’s dragoman, Mr. out the country. I will pass rapidly over can be had on much cheaper terms on the
OF OHIO.
our republican form of government—to
Moore. He is, however, safe on board the them. (Go on.) I need not argue to you other continent than on this : hence the
make us dependent upon foreign countries
commander’s ship. The city is now blockaded Democrats the question of the Sub Treasu bonds of the Slates went abroad and absorbFOR VICE PRESIDENT,
for the comforts and necessaries of life,
by a very strong squadron, consisting of the ry» (groans and contemptuous laughter;) ed capital in Europe, and so long as their
J-OÌIW TYIÆR,
Powerful, the Edinburgh, the Thunderer, the and I suppose it is hardly necessary to credit was unassailed and remained sound
and to reduce the productive classes to
OF VIRGINIA.
Ganges, the Benbow, the Castor, the Carys- speak to you of Mr. Poinsett’s Militia Bill. this was accomplished for the most part at
the condition of the serfs and vassals of
fort,and the Gorgon steamer.
Europe ?
Read, investigate, examine
— (Laughter.^ Into which of your moun very reasonable rates. During this process,
The Jena, manned with 750, and the Scipio tains has not its discussion penetrated? and while a number of the States had thus FOR ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT. carefully, and then answer. Look at pub
with 670 men, have sailed for the Levant. Upon which of all your winding streams their State securities in the foreign market, ISAAC ILSLEY, of Portland.
lic documents—look at facts as plain as
ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
These two ships are destined to reinforce the has not its echo floated ? I am sure he the President of the United Slates in his CHARLES
TRAFTON, of South Berwick. the sun at noon-day—compare the pres
French Mediterranean fleet under Admiral must be very tired of it himself. (Loud opening message to Congress at the com SAMUEL SMALL, of Portland.
ent with the past—the democracy of Jef
Hugon. The Euphrates and 2Etna steamers laughter.) — Remember always that the mencement of the last Session, comes out RUFUS K. GOODENOW, of Paris.
ferson with the practice of Van Buren—
THOMAS FILL EBROWN, of Winthrop
had already preceded them. The Trident, great principle of the Constitution on that with a series of the most discouraging and EDWARD ROBINSON, of Thomaston.
and then answer.
manned by 660 men, has bent sails for Phil- subject, is, that the militia is the militia of most disparaging remarks on the credit of. BENJAMIN P. GILMAN, of Sebee.
Does not duty require of us to record
PH H U S E, of Cawden.
lippeville.
It conveys 960 men to join the Statesand not of the President — (Loud all the States. He tells Congress that the JOSE
our disapproval of the measures of the
THOMAS ROBINSON, of Ellsworth.
the 22d, 26th and 61st Regiments. The cheers, and cries of“ yes yes P’jand being States will repent what they have done, and
administration by voting for the Harrison
HARRISONIAN PRINCIPLES.
Cocylas has set out for Algiers with des thus the militia of the States, there is no that they will find it difficult to pay the
Electoral Ticket ? Have we not suffered
ONE PRESIDENTIAL TERM.
patches for Marshal Vallee conveying 790 part of the Constitution worded with great debt they have contracted ; and this official
enough from experiments, and m.^rule of
Execu tive power and patronage confin every description, to satisfy us that a
military passengers, of whom 24 are officers. er care, and with a more scrupulous jeal language of the Chief Magistrate to the Le
Accounts from L’Orient state that beside the ously, than that which speaks of the power gislature goes out into the very market ed within the limits prescribed by the Consti change is absolutely necessary ?
fleet in the Mediterranean, and the ships in of Congress over the militia. Does it say where these State bonds are held for sale. tution.
That the election of Harrison would be
Economy in public expenditures.
course of armament at the various ports, at that Congress may make use of the militia Then comes bis Secratary, Mr. Woodbury,
Rigid accountability of public offi followed by “ retrenchment and reform”
L’Orient alone (one of the smallest of the as it pleases—that the militia may be called with a report in the same strain, giving it as cers.
in the administration of the general gov
French units) there are at this moment ready out to make war, to train and discipline ? his opinion, that the States have gone too far
The WILL OF THE People, expressed ernment cannot admit of a dohbt. &His
lor sea six sail of the line, seven frigates, and No such thing ; the terms used are the most
through their constitutional representatives, past conduct is a sufficient guaranty that
three steam vessels, besides several smaller precise and particular—“ The President in this assumption of liabilities, But the to be THE LAW OF THE LAND.
in performing the duties of Chief Magis
thing
does
not
stop
here.
Mr.
Benton
vessels.
The patronage of the general government
may call out the militia to execute the law<, brings forward a resolution in the Senate,
trate
he would look only to the wants and
Marshal Vallee was still fighting the A- to suppress insurrection, and to repel for
not to be brought into conflict with the
wishes of the great body of the people.
rabs, near Algiers, and had defeated the en eign invasion.” These three cases arespe- declaring that the General Government freedom of elections.
ought not to assume these debts of the StatesThe General Government to abstain from He has pledged himself to this course.
emy in several skirmishes.
cified—and these are all. Call out the mi that resolution is sent to a committee, and interfering in the domestic affairs of the His principles arc those of the framers of
litia to drill them ? To discipline them r that committee make a report upon thé sub States.
the Constitution.
His sympathies are
[From the Devenport Telegraph.]
To march the militia of Virginia to Wheel ject as long as yonder bridge (though not, I
No conscription law, or standing armies with the productive classes of the commu
Dreadful Fire at Devenport. — Par ing to be drilled ? Why, such a thing nevin time of peace.
nity. His elevation to the Presidency
tial destruction of the Royal Naval Arsenal, er entered into the head of any man —never, believe, as much travelled, or as often gone
The same currency for the Office-Hol
would be a blessing to the country. The
half a million sterling of property destroy never, (laughter and cheering.) —What is over,) the whole object and tendency of jders as for the People.
The encouragement of productive indus ballot in his favor will not only express
ed,—At half-past 4 this morning (Sunday) very unusual in the Constitution, it has pla which, is to disparage the credit of the States,
an alarm was given to the Superintendent of ced a negative'on all other purposes for the and then Mr. Grundy maks a speech upon try, and the securing of fair wages to the confidence in him, but it will convey a
«
by the prudent use of a system of cutting rebuke to those now in power who
the dock-yard police, Lieutenant Williams, exercise of this power than those particular it. What had Mr. Benton and Mr. Grundy laborer
, and the restoring of confidence have abused the trust confided to them,
'
that the Talavera line of battle ship, in the ly enumerated ; and then follow those gold to do with this matter ? Were they called credit
between man and man.
and'at the same time teach a most saluta
North Dock, was on fire. All hands were en words in the Constitution reserving to on to guaranty the debts of Virginia or
Maryland
?
(Laughter.)
Yet,
the
effect
ry lesson to aspiring ambition, to venal
instantly on the spot, with the engines, but the States the appointment of officers and
The Q uestion
politicians, and to those even who have
so terrific were the flames as to give evident the disciplining of the militia. That’s it! very naturally and inevitably was, to de
Who shall receive the electoral vote of ,had the temerity to doubt man’s capacity
press
the
value
of
State
securities
in
the
proof that the total destruction of the ship (Cheers—“ Yes, that’s it !”) Read this
Maine—Harrison or Van Bnren—is to to
I govern himself.
was to succeed. The fire bells were then clause, and then read in Mr. Poinsett’s Foreign market. I was in Europe at the
to be decided one week from Monday
Shall not, then, the watchword, the
rung, and the workmen, with the military, project that the militia are to be trained by time. My own State had her bonds in that
market : and what did I see? The most next? It is a question of the utmost im- ‘ battle-cry,” of the real democracy of the
balled in. The tide was high, and plenty of the President! (Shouts)
Look on this miserable, pitiful; execrable lucubrations tak portance, and each elector should weigh
land—the candid and honest politicians of
water at hand, but nothing appeared to sub picture and on that. I do Virginia no more
due the fury with which the fire extended than justice, when I say that she first laid en from the public press in New York, en it calmly and candidly, and should go to all parties—be “ Harrison & Reform ?”
southwards, the direction in which the other hold upon this monstrous project, and has deavoring to prove that the States had not the polls as deeply impressed with a sense
^ou ready ?
docks and building ships lay, as well as the continued to denounce it, till she has made sovereignty enough to contract debts. These of his duty and responsibility in reference
We say to our Whig friends are you
rigging-house, sail loft, and all the store hous its author’s heart sick, (cheering,) and she wretched productions declared that the bonds to it, as though he was fully persuaded
es. At a quarter to five o’-clo.ck, the Talavera don’t mean (o pardon it even now. (No issued by the States of this Union were all that its decision would rest upon his sino-le ready for the approaching contest ?
vote. It may be so. Let no man w&ho
was one mass of flame, which, communicat no!)
Have you made arrangements for brino-v ? void : that they were no better than waste
loves
his country stay axvay from the Polls ing out your whole strength ?
paper
:
and
exhorted
European
capitalists
ing with the shed overhead, threatened to
THE SUB TREASURY.
on the first Monday of November.
carry the fire to the extremity of the yard.
Have you circulated documents exten
As to the Sub-Treasury, the subject is not to touch one of them. These articles
The query proposed nearly a century sively among those who differ from you in
The Minden line of battle ship, lying at the worn out. — It is almost as empty as the coming as ¡hey did, from this side the wa
ter,
were
all
seized
on
with
avidity
and
put
before
the
revolution,
by
the
colonists
of
stern of the Talavara, which took fire a-head, Treasury itself. (Laughter and cheers.)
political sentiment—talked with them__
at one time appeared inevitably doomed ; I had, the other day, the honor to address into circulation in the leading journals all o- New-Jersey to the Commissioners of the held public meetings and invited them
but the wind shifting a point,and by the most an assemblage of the merchants of New ver Europe—-at the same time the Adminis Duke of York, “ What is good land, with to attend ?
strenuous exertions of the engines, the pro York. I asked them among other things, tration press in this country, unrebuked bv out good laws ?” each American citizen
Are you prepared for the day of elec
gress of the flames astern was stopped ; but whether all this eternal cry about a separa the Government, put forth arguments going may well put to himself at this moment. tion—
what appeared to be the prevention of this tion of Bank and State, w*as not all mocke to show that Virginia has no authority to Well may we inquire, what does it benefit
To see that the Check List is used ;
danger only carried it in another direction, as ry and humbug—and ten thousand mer contract a debt in the name aud on the cre us, that our lot has fallen to us in pleasant
That the ballot boxes are empty before
the roof of the shed adjoining took fire, and chants, intimately acquainted with the whole dit of the Commonwealth —that Massachu places—that we have a good soil, im the voting commences ;
the dense columns of smoke for a time ap subject, cried, “ yes, yes—it is 1” Th? fact setts is so completely shorn of every pani mense forests, numberless water-falls,
That there are no frauds of any de
peared to choke the flame.
Speedily suc unquestionably is, that the funds of the Gov cle of sovereignty whatever, that she can is rich mines, resources, indeed, infinite in scription practiced ?
ceeding the firing of this shed, the one ad ernment are just as much in the custody of sue no public security of any kind on which number, exhaustless, and unequalled by
OO^The Electoral ticket should contain
joining also took flame, in which was the the Banks at this moment, as they ever to borrow money ! And this the doctrine those of any other people,—if the spirit just ten names and no more. An addition
of
State
Rights?
—
Well,
gentlemen,
I
was
of
enterprise
is
to
be
repressed,
the
hand
Imogene Frigate. This was also completely were ; yet at the same time, I believe that
of one or more names would spoil it. It
destroyed. To subdue the flames here ap under that law, there does exist, at Wash called on to meet this question and I told of industry paralyzed and the avenues of will be well to watch narrowly for coun
those
who
put
to
me
the
enquiry,
that
the
wealth
and
greatness
choked
up,
by
an
peared to be fruitless, and an attempt was ington, a vast power to stop, at its pleasure,
terfeits, which our opponents may attempt
made to prevent a further extension by play all the solvent Banks in the community. States of the American Union, were in this injudicious administration of the Govern to circulate.
ing the engines upon the building opposite, Such is the opinion every where held bv the respect, just as sovereign as any of their ment ? Well may we inquire whether it
but without success, and the whole range, best informed men in the commercial parts States in Europe ? I held a correspondence was not designed by Heaven, that these
O^T’Let those who have listened with a
on the subject, which was published at large ; its gifts should be prized, should be im
together with a large pile of timber under a of the country.
credulous ear to the slanders against Gen.
and
lor
that
—
yes,
for
defending
State
Rights
proved, should be made to contribute to
shed, were in flames. Eight o’clock. The EXECUTIVE POWER OVER APPROPRIATIONS,
before the face of all Europe, I have been man’s comfort and happiness, and thus, Harrison, with which the V. Buren papers
fire is still burning, but will now be confined
rhere is another expedient to augment
are filled, look at the results of the recent
1
merely to the consumption of the timber and executive power quite novel in its character. denounced as one who wants the General touching
the cord of gratitude in his heart, elections at the West and South. Look at
Government
to
assume
the
debts
of
the
lead him to adore the Author and Giver the verdict of Ohio—his own State—where
materials. The loss, at a rough estimate, is I refer to the power conferred upon the
1 every good gift ? Well may we inquire
said to be from <£400,000 to £500,000 ; this President to select from among the appro Mates—as one who has conspired to buy up of
he is best known.
Does not her whig
appears to be an extreme amount, but that the priations of Congress, such as he may sup British Whigs with Foreign Gold ! (Loud ’whether it is not our indispensable duty, majority of TWENTY THOUSAND
laughter
and
cheering.)
All
this,
however,
’
destruction is immense there can be no doubt. pose the state of the Treasury most to justi
to imitate our forefathers in their jealous
votes effectually disprove, forever silence,
No account can yet be collected as to the ori fy, and may give or withhold the public has not ruffled my temper. 1 have seen it all ’watchfulness of their rights and in their these slanders ? Does it not bear testi
with
composure.
—
[Mr.
Webster
continued
]
gin of the fire ; no party has been at work on money accordingly. This is certainly a
prompt, bold and effective steps to secure mony, which no man can doubt, to the
<
board the ship in which it originated for sev marvellously democratic doctrine. Do you his remarks and alluded at considerable and
maintain them ? “ Eternal Vigilance” honesty, capacity and worth of Harrison ?
eral weeks. At four o’clock there was noth not remember (he emphasis with which Mr. length to several topics of general interest. should be the political watchword of eve This recorded testimony of his neighbors
ing like fire seen, and at half past five the Jefferson expressed himself on the subject We regret that our limits will not permit us ry good citizen.
and acquaintances is worth a volume of
to lay further extracts from this very able
ship was in a flame fore and aft.
Have we now a wisely administered declamation—it removes all doubts—set
of specific appropriations ? The law, as it Speech before our readers.]
government ? The response from every tles all disputed points.
now stands, requires them to be specific. If
When the oft
Dreadful Earthquake !—A St. Peters Congress appropriate so many dollars for
The votes for Governor.—We learn from intelligent observer of events must be__ repeated stories, calculated to tarnish the
burg paper publishes the following letter from building of ships, no part of the money may
Islesboro’ that we gave the vote of that No. The welfare of Party is cared for, ] x7fi,n?eT>°f the Hero and Statesman
Tiflis, dated Aug. 13.
be applied to the pay of sailors or marines. town wrong : 23 to 65. It should be, 33 to but the great good of the whole People is <of North Bend, are repeated, it is only
“ You have, doubtless, heard of the terrible But how has this legal provision been treat
65—10 more votes for Mr. Kent. Our ac neglected. The old land-marks of De- inecessary to point to the emphatic de
earthquake of Mount Ararat, which has total ed ? The restriction remains in the statute
count of Fairfield’s votes (58) in the town mocracy have been abandoned by those claration of the People of Ohio, as ex
ly destroyed the town of Makitchevan, dam as it did before—the appropriations are
1 who profess to be its disciples.
The
of Abbot, is confirmed by letter from there.
pressed through the ballot-boxes, to
aged all the buildings at Erivan, and devas specific still—but then a specific power is
■
Constitution
is
construed
as
the
framers
The Age’s scruples therefore on this point
prove the utter worthlessness of these
tated the two districts of Sharour and Sour- given to the President to dispense with re are blown to the winds.
of it never intended it should be—the slanders
and cover their propagators with
mate, in Armenia. All the villages in those striction—and thus one specific is set against
The Age still persists—for effect abroad Laws are made to “ buckle and bend like shame.
districts have been destroyed. The earth is the other—(Laughter.) Let this process
the
tall
mast
in
the
tempest
”
—
professions
—in claiming a majority of votes for Fairrent in such a manner that all the cotton and be carried but one step farther, and although field. We solemnly assure our friends —if; are disregarded, new schemes, uncalled
Dr. Duncan.—This champion of the
rice plantations have perished for want of there may be a variety of appropriations
any have been led to believe their statements for and dangerous, are introduced—all, administration, this reviler of Harrison,
water. But the most awful event has taken made by Congress, yet, inasmuch as we
—that they are FALSE, and the editors not because the good of the Country has been ordered into private life by his’
place in the neighborhood.of Mount Ararat. have entire trust and confidence in the exe
demands them, but because they af constituents. Every effort in the power
A considerable mass was loosened from the cutive discretion, that the President will know them to be so ! and a few davs since ford ways and means for strengthening, of mortal man to make was put forth to
in
our street, one of the editors backed out
mountain, and destroyed every thing in its make the proper selections from among them
and continuing power in, the hands of the secure his re-election—but in vain. —The
way for the distance of seven wersts (nearly therefore, be it enacted, That what little of a $10 bet he made with a sterling Whig party which now holds the reins of govern speeches of Dr. Duncan were circu
ol
Hallowell,
that
Fairfield
had
more
votes
five English miles.) Among others, the money there may at any time be found in
than Kent. He could publish in his col ment. Power has been stealing,—at first lated in every nook and corner of the
great village of Akhouli has had the fate of the Treasury, the President may expend
gradually, but recently with most alarm country last winter—Maine, (York coun
Herculaneum and Pompeii. About 1000 very much as according to bis own pleasure. umns that such was the fact, and although ing rapidity—from the many to the few. ty more especially,) was flooded with
forever
a
betting,
durst
not
risk
a
ten
dollar
inhabitants were under the heaps of rocks.
ASSUMPTION OF THE STATE DEBTS.
Our Ship of State is fast aground upon them. His constituents have told him
bill on the truth of his own assertion !
A thick fluid, which afterwards became a
the
rocks of Party.
The office-holders and the People of the United States, that
There is one other topic I must not omit.
Kfinnebec Journal.
river, run from the interior of the mountain, I am now endeavoring to prove that of all
who have placed her in this perilous situ in endeavoring to tarnish the fame of Har
which was opened, and following the same
men on the face of the earth, you of Virgin
(KF*Reduction of Salaries.—Nothing ation insist that they can manage well e- rison, he misrepresented their views and
direction, swept over the ruins and carried
ia, the descendants and disciples of some that we have seen can be a better proof that nough for themselves, that the ship is acted contrary to their wishes. Thev
with it corpses of the unfortunate inhabitants
of the greatest men of the Revolution, are the Van Buren men of this State regard theirs, and that the People, who built have indeed “ spoken in language not to
of Akhouli, the dead animals, &c. The shock
most called to repudiate and to condemn the their case as hopeless, than the readiness and furnished her and now pay her ex be misunderstood.”
continued to be felt every day in the above
doctrines of this administration. I call upon with which they now volunteer to reduce penses, must take care of themselves.
mentioned districts, and entirely laid them
Connecticut.—In 95 of the 100 towns
Have not Martin Van Buren and his po
waste; then the shocks became less frequent. you to apply to this administration all that the salaries of certain State officers. The litical friends fastened upon the Country which elected town officers on the first Mon
body of political truth which you have learn barometer is not a more sure indication of
Ararat is not yet quiet ; the day before
ed from Henry, from Jefferson, from Madi the weight or density of the atmosphere, or the Sub-Treasury system—which places day in the present month the result is as fol
yesterday I was awakened by two violent
son, from Wythe, and that whole constella the thermometer of its temperature, than completely in the power of the President lows : 62 have chosen whig officers ; 32 Van
subterranean commotions.
tion of revolutionary worthies, of whom this movement on their part. While they all the revenues of the Country__which Buren officers, and in one a mixed ticket pre
you
are justly proud, and under this light to felt the offices secure in their grasp, they in- holds out great temptations to fraud, by vailed.
Who is Louis Napoleon ?—This question examine
and to say wl
(
I
rx
- - whether this present variably refused to make any reduction: placing enormous sums of money in the
is answered by a correspondent of the Bos
only
Democratic
administration are the fa- but now when they expect to lose them thev hands of individuals—which is designed to
Retrocession.—A meeting was held in
ton Times. The hero of the recent unlucky vorers of Civil llhorivr
r> • i .
hnvo koon
•
j with
_ • i a fit of re reduce our circulating medium and bring the town and county of Alexandria, D. C. on
vorers of civil liberty nnJ
and of State Rights
have been suddenly __
seized
attempt at revolution in France, (“ row”
or the reverse. And, in furtherance of this trenchment.—ib.
about an exclusive specie currency, which the 5th inst. to take the sense of the People on
as it is is called in some of the English pa
design, I call your attention to the conduct
must inevitably reduce the prices of la the question of re troceding the town and
pers.) is the son of Louis Bonaparte, exof the President, of the Executive Depart
bor
and produce ; grind the working man ' i
FIRE.
King of Holland, and of Hortense, the
f
»
... ’ &
........... ©
i county to the Slate of Virginia, with the fole‘h^! » M? \For
606 ’
daughter of the ex-Empress Josephine. His ments and of the Senate of the United States
A house and barn with 60 tons hay, &c.
in
regard
to
the
right
and
practice
of
the
age is said to be about 33.
were destroyed by fire at Falmouth, Me.
Majority
in
favor
of
the
measure
395.
States to contract debts for their
---- own purporecommended a Standing Army of one
Baltimore Patriot,
ses. Has
V it occurred to you what a deadly last week-— (^caused by depositing ashes hundred thousand men subject to the orin a wooden vessel. «¿0
Thanksgiving in Connecticut, Thursday,
ders of the President ?—Have they not Nov. in
19.

ifGoislli"^n

1,
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WAY FOR THE “YOUNG
series of splendid po MAKEGIANT
OF THE WEST!”
litical triumphs !
O/oö Bas taken the Held !

—----- 000-------[CONTINUED FROM OUR LAST.]

Wlisa

21,173 I

A SLANDER NAILED!
We understand that some of the Van Bulen men, in piivate conveisation, continue
to repeat the stale slander that Gen. Harrison
once voted to “ sell white men into slavery for
debt,” and that even some of the Public Lec
turers of the party have stooped so low as to
give currency to the libel. We therefore pub
lish below a letter from Gen. Harrison him
self in relation to this story, in which he ex
plains the provisions of the bill to which his
enemies refer, and shows conclusively that the
charge against him is entirely groundless, false
and despicable. We ask for the Letter a care
ful perusal. It will satisfy every impartial
reader that Gen. H. is most unjustly accused.

Official Returns.—The votes for Mem
bers of Congress in Oxford and Hancock and
Washington Districts have been counted by
the Governor and Council. No choice was
effected in either district on the day of the
annual election. No time has been appoint
ed for a second trial.
The result in Oxford is as follows :
Littlefield, (V. B.)
4737
Parris, (V. B.)
1965
Scattering
86
------ 6788
Long, (whig,
5283
In Hancock and Washington :
Lowell, (V. B.)
4567
Scattering
304
-------- 4871
Noyes
4792
(t/^The official canvi'ass of the votes for
members of Congress, in all the districts in
the State (eight) show the following result :
- Whig
43,347
Van Buren
43,110

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Court of Probate holden al Limerick,
within and for the County of York, on the
first Monday of October, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and forhk by the
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Court :
N the petition of Nathan D. Appleton, ex
ecutor of the will of Amos Grandin, late
of North-Berwick, in said county, deceased,
representing that the personal estate of said
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
which he owed at the time of his death by
the sum of five hundred dollars; and pray
ing for a license to sell and convey so much
of the real estate of said deceased as may be
necessary for the payment of said debts and
incidental charges : and also on his petition
to have his first account of administration of
said estate allowed :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
to all persons interested in said estate, by
causing a copy of this order to be publish
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Kennebunk in said county, three weeks suc
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
county, on the first Monday in November
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true cop} ,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
October 9.

-000-------IN SIXTY-EIGHT COUNTIES
'«’cuhted to ?
IPen nsylvania.
IN
HARRISON’S OWN STATE ! ! !
3|,m of
THE LEGISLATURE REDEEMED —
H nP°n
TWO MEMBERS OF CONGRESS
Returns for Governor in 68 counties stand
thus :—
GAINED—THE STATE CER
Productive , *
TAIN FOR HARRISON! !!
Corwin. Shannon. Vance. Shannon.
’ W.
V. B.
W.
V. B.
’ "'Vcdigatei
46,436 28,880 94,878 101,695
Popular Vote.—The election in Pennsyl
28,880
------n answer
94,878
vania was for Members of Congress and Mem
bers of the State Legislature. In order to as-, W.
vv In
,
I10W
,
in. now, 17,556
6,817
certain the result of the popular vote, there- V.B.m. in’38, 6,817
fore, the votes on the Congressional or Leg
islative tickets, in the several districts, must Whig gain 24,473
To the Cincinnati Advertiser :
Congressmen elected—12 whigs—7 Van
Sir :—In your paper of the 15th inst. I observ
be added together. This cannot be regarded
rc(lnire of nsfn
as a sure test of the strength oi parties, more I, Buren n.ien. In the present Congress, 8 ed a most violent attack upon eleven other mem
bers of the late Senate and myself, for a supposed
especially as in one county (Berks/ the wlhiuS wbi8s a,,d 11 V. B. Whig gain of four mem vote, given at the session for a passage of a law
bers.
—
In
Hamilton
county
the
notorious
Dr.
‘
to sell white debtors in certain cases.' if such had
made no opposition. We have returns on j
the Congressional ticket from 49 counties, | Dunean ,s beaten bY Pendleton (whig) who been uur conduct, I acknowledge that we should
only deserve the censure which the writer
Whig majority
which stand thus :—
| has a majority of 162 votes. This is “glory not
237
has bestowed upon us, but the execration of eve
• 0
Whig gain over 1839,
V.
B.
vote,
79.751
Gov.
1838
—
V.
B.
128,476
enou
S
,T
for
one
da
y
”
ry
honest
man
in
society.
An
act
of
that
kind
*y necessary ?
whig 121,476 | LLegislature
egislature..—
—The
The Whigs
Whigs have
have decided
decided is not only opposed to the principles of justice
«u 01 Harriss,, | Whig vote, 78,821
and humanity, but would be a palpable violation
■-------- I majorities in both branches of the State Leg- of
the Constitution of the State, which every
V. B. maj.
930
4
6,546
6,546 islature.
legislator is sworn to support; and, sanctioned
Will our Van Buren friends now believe,
Whig gain on the Governor’s election of’38,
by a House of Representatives and twelve Sena
GEORGIA. of?<
tors, it would indicate a state of depravity, which when the authority is Governor Fairfield and
Returns from 85 counties give Dawson, would fill every patriotic bosorn with the most bis council, that there is a Whig majority in
'ent
alarming.anticipations But the fact is, that no
J-nT.“1
On the Legislative ticket the Whig vote 1 the highest on the whig Congressional ticket, such proposition was ever made in the Legisla the State of Maine ? Will they longer con
■ b'l 'I'6”* is larger and it is more than questionable if 38,569, and Cooper the highest on the V. B ture, or even thought of. The fact to which the tend that Mr. Fairfield is elected Governor»
At a Court of Probate holden at Limerick, with
ticket, 34,012. Whig majority 4,557. Eight writer alludes has no more relation to the collec when.it is ascertained by an official canvass of in and for the County of York, on the first
the whigs have not the majority.
tion of ‘ debts’ than it has to the discovery of lon
Monday in October, in the year of
Seven small counties to be heard from counties to be heard from will probably re gitude. It was an act for the “ punishment of the votes, that in the Congress ional vote there
thoAeof'l>efB„
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
duce
this
majority
to
4000
or
thereabouts.
offences
”
against
the
State
;
and
that
part
of
it
is
a
Whig
majority
of
between
two
and
three
,,s wit which in 1836 gave a majority of 686 against
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
State Legislature.—The Senate con which has so deeply wounded the feelings of hundred ?
Harrison.
Court :
Classes of
your correspondent, was passed by the House of
N the petition of Betsey Smith, a credit
Congressmen—13 whigs and 14 Van Bu sists of 93 members—the whigs have already Representatives and voted for by the twelve
l0" t0, ’he M
O
rdination
—
The
Rev.
S
ylvester
J
udd
under the impression that it was the
or of the estate of Millon Smith, late of
'g ’o the cowl,. ren men elected. One district to be heard elected 47—a majority. The House consists Senators,
was
ordained
as
Pastor
of
the
East
Parish
in
most mild and humane mode of dealing with the
Dover, N. H. deceased, praying that adminis
'»'¡I not on|jB. from. In the present Congress, 11 whigs of 207 members—the whigs have already e- offenders for whose cases it was intended. It this town on Thursday the 1st inst. Sermon tration
of the estate of said deceased may be
leced 105.
was adopted by the House of Representatives by Mr. Peabody of Portsmouth; Charge by granted to said petitioner, or some other suit
but 'fill 01» and 17 Van Buren men.
Dr.
Nichols
of
Portland
;
Fellowship
of
the
as a part of the general system of the criminal
II, nse now ¡nF0,i(
able person :
In the 22d district, Mr. H. M. Brackenridge
law which was then undergoing a complete re Churches by Mr. Cole of Hallowell; Address
ARKANSAS.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
trust confidedlofc (W.) has been elected to fill the vacancy in
vision
and
amendment.
The
necessity
of
this
is
The Arkansas Election for Governor, mem
to the Society by Mr. Edes of Kennebunk, tice thereof to the heirs ol said deceased and
the 26th Congress, occasioned by the resigna
me teach a
evinced
by
the
following
fact:
For
several
years
ber of Congress, and Legislature took place
(late Pastor of this Society ; ) and Prayer of to all persons interested in said estate, by
atnbiliW|l0I1 tion of Mr. Biddle, (W.)
on the 7th. To the election of Yell (L. F.) past it had become apparent that the penitentia Ordination by Mr. Whitman ol Portland.
causing a copy of this order to be published in
ry
system
was
becoming
more
and
more
burden

S
enate
.
—
This
branch
of
the
Legislature
as Governor there was no opposition. The
The whole services exhibited a high order the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
a those even,],j
some at every session ; a large appropriation
consists
of
33
members.
Twenty-two
hold
ov

Louisville
Journal
says
:
We
have
only
heard
of
talent,
and
were
throughout
pervaded
by
’ do"bt maa’son
was called for to meet the excess of expenditure
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
er from last year and 11 were chosen this year. from the River counties. Passengers who above the receipts of the establishment. In the a spirit of the most fervent devotion and deep ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
toned
piety
and
charity.
arrived
on
Monday
evening
state,
that
we
commencement of the session of 1820, the deficit
be holden at Alfred, in said county, on the
1 the watchwo^j The next Senate will stand as follows:
have carried every thing before us, and no amounted to near $20,000.
In the evening a Convention of the Unita first Monday in November next, at ten of the
Whigs
20 Last year—whigs
16
doubt was entertained at the places they
This growing evil required the immediate in rian Churches in Maine was held, at which clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Locos
13
Locos
17
nd honest politic«’
stopped at, that Fowler, (whig) was elected terposition of some vigorous legislative measure. nearly all the- Churches in the State were they have, why the prayer of said petition
to Congress, by a large majority, and that Two were recommended as being likely to pro represented ; an able sermon was preached should not be granted.
ìarrison&Refoiì!
W. maj.
7
there would be a majority of Whigs in the duce the effect ; first, placing the institution un by Mr. Hedge of Bangor; and interesting
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
der better management; and, secondly, lessen addresses made by Messrs. Whitman, Wheel
Whig
gain
since
last
year
8
!
Legislature, to elect a U. S. Senator.
A true copy,—Attest,
u ready !
ing the number of convicts who were sentenced er, Peabody, and Nichols, and a report of the
House.—The House consists of 100 memWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
“ Facts for the People.”—The present for such periods, and whose labor was found, of
Whig friends arep
October 8.
bers. Fifty-two whigs and forty-eight Van administration professes to regard the rights course, to be most unproductive. In pursuance state of Unitariamsm in the Slate, by Mr.
)aching contest!
of the latter priuciple, thefts to the amount of Cole.—Kennebec Journal.
Buren men elected—so reported.
and interests of the poor People with special $50 or upwards were subjected to punishment in
arrangements forÈ
Auction,
Capt. Nason, of the bark Bohemia, arrived
strength ?
favor. Its practice exhibits nothing of the the penitentiary’ instead of $10, which was the
HE subscriber will offer, at Public Auc
OC/^Gen. Harrison is much stonger than
minimum sum. This was easily done. at New-York from Gibraltar, states that, ow
ited documents rt
tion, on Saturday the 17th day of Oc
kind. We presume that every citizen of the former
But the great difficulty remained, to determine ing to heavy rains which fell in the latter part
his party in almost every State—especially so
tober next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, on
who differ from pu
United States is willing and even anxious what should be the punishment of those numer of August, the fruit about Malaga had been
—talked with th in Pennsylvania. There, in October 1836, at that the President’s mansion should be ele ous larcenies below the sum of $50. By some, much injured, and that new fruit sold at high the premises, the Dwelling-house, out build
ings and lot of Land, now improved by him,
ngs and invited k the General Election, the whigs were beaten gantly furnished and that he should live in a whipping was proposed ; by others, punishment er prices than quoted in the United States. in
this village. Terms....one quarter on the
by hard labor in the county jails ; and by others,
upwards of 14,000 ! Seventeen days after
style becoming the Chief Magistrate of a it was thought best to make them work on the Also, that of twenty-five American vessels delivery of the Deed or within three months
wards,
at
the
Electoral
Election,
the
majority
at Malaga, not more than five would obtain thereafter—and the remainder within five
1 for the day of à
great People. But if the President has a highways To all these there appeared insuper cargoes.—Philadelphia Gazetle.
against General Harrison was only a little
able objections. Fine and imprisonment were ayears, with interest.
taste for such frippery as “ artificial flowers,” dopted by the House of Representatives as the
DANIEL HODSDON.
Check List is used; more than 4000 ! Showing a difference in
•‘finger cups,” “wine coolers,” “liquor only alternative; and, as it is well known these
The public schouls in Baltimore are attend
Kennebunk, Sept. 4, 1840.
loxes are emptyWi bis favor of 10,000 votes !—It was the opinion
vexatious
pilferings
were
generally
perpetrated
ed
by
1762
pupils.
ces ;
of well informed politicians, prior to the late e- stands,” and the like, they have no inclina by the more worthless vagabonds in society, it
ABJOUK^IEiW.
10 frauds of awl lection, that if, in the popular vote on the 13th tion to foot the bills. Expenditures of such was added that, when they could not pay the
HE above sale stands adjourned to Sat
fines and cost which are always part of the sen
a
wasteful
and
extravagant
character
they
inst., the administration majority did not exurday, Nov. 14, at the time and place
tence and punishment, their services should be
-------- 000-------before named.
1 ticket should coils ceed 5 or 6000, the Electoral vote of Pennsyl- are not prepared to see made by a “ demo- sold out to any person who would pay their fines
T
he Harrison men, and all others willing
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1840.
no more. Anadditi. vania might he safely set down as certain for ciatic administration,” nor will they uphold and costs for them. This was the clause that to bear a candid discussion of the leading po
men in power who seek to imitate the mon was passed, as I believe, by an unanimous vote litical questions of the day, of Kennebunk
es would spoil it, the Farmer of North Bend.
FARM FOR SALE’
of the House, and stricken out in the Senate, in
archs and nobles of Europe, rather than the opposition to the twelve who have been denounc and other towns in the County of York, are
ch narrowly for#
----------------------HE FARM, formerly owned by Samuel
invited
to
meet
at
the
simplicity and economy of our ancestors. ed. A little further trouble in examining the
pponents may atta
Ml Mail New• Jersey !
Curtis, deceased, situated in Wells, aa few items, from a host which i journals would ha ve shown ’ your correspondent
OZTOWN HOM bout one mile from the post road, leading oThe election in this State on the 13th and .We present
that this
was uouswciou
considered as
as aa i»uu»uiuiu
substitute for whip.
ii-ii
i
•
i
Uiat
HUB was
wuip—'
~
. ,, 34th was for members, of the State Legisla- have been published, 10 show in what man- pipgr, which was lost only by a single vote in the in Kennebunk, on TUESDAY NEXT, ver Maryland ridge, so called, containing a) ,have
. • have
.
,triumphant
.
i . maiori• • ner Mr. Van Buren is carrying out his pro Senate, and in the House by a small majority, at 2 o’clock, P. M. precisely.—Gen. Wilson bout 200 acres of land of various qualities for
, listened. wL
„ ture. 1 he whigs
after being once passed.
slanders against bi ......
of Keene, N. H. has been in vited to attend, and grass, tillage and pasturing, with a good pro
nb
ties in both branches. The result is as fol- fessions of“ economy and retrenchment.”
I think, Mr. Editor, I have said enough to it is expected that the meeting will be ad portion of wood and timber, all well watered,
i the V. Buren pa».
Received, Baltimore) Nov. 14:th, 1837, of shOw that this obnoxious law would not haveapfor sale.—Further description is unnecessa
dressed by several distinguished gentlemen. is
results of the rei ows *
L. Smith,
Smith. Esq.,
Esm. ONE HUNDRED DOL
DOT___
ILvrl
»A
nf/Art n n o f n
ilalifnra
i iT. L.
 plied
to “ «1unfortunate
debtors of sixty-four
ry, for no person would purchase without
Assembly.
Council.
Let
us
have
a
full
meeting
—
a
“
general
turn
LARS m full for ARTIFICIAL FLOW years,” but to infamous offenders who depredate
and Sooth. M
first examining for himself. Terms liberal.
13
Whigs
41
upon the property of their fellow citizens, and out” and prepare for
ERS for the President’s table.
ms own State—wh Loco3
ELIJAH CURTIS.
5
Locos
12
who, by the Constitution of the State, as well as
JOHN
THOMAS.
”
6C One fire more”
Wells, October 16, 1840.
Does not her nl
the
piinciple
of
existing
laws,
were
subject
to
For three window curtains, for President’s
on the second of November.
8
1TY THOUSAi Whig maj.
29
house, $1,307 50 ; making just $434 83 a- involuntary servitude. I must confess I had no
October 23, 1840.
NOTICE.
very
sanguine
expectations
of
a
beneficial
effect
"Ove, forever site Whig majority in joint ballot 37 !
piece.
from
this
measure,
as
it
would
apply
to
convicts
;s it not bear It Last year the whigs had a majority of 3
For seven window curtains for President’s who had attained the age of maturity ;—but I
LL persons having accounts with the
can doubt, to'jin the Council, 13 in the Assembly and 16 in house, $3,875 35 ; or the moderate sum of had supposed that a woman or a youth who, FOZITXCAK MEETIKG.
subscriber are requested to make im
-------000
-------$553 62 for each curtain.
worth of Harris joint ballot.
mediate
settlement. All indebted, to pay ;—
convicted of an offence, remained in jail for the
The two political parties in Lyman have
One DIVAN AND CUSHION the small pay ment of the fine and costs imposed, might
myofhis neigi' The annexed table shows the complete re
agreed on Thursday, the 29th inst., at one and all having any sort of demand to exhibit
sum
of
$100.
with
great
advantage
be
transferred
to
the
resi

it.
ELIJAH CURTIS.
worth a volume turns.
dence of some decent, virtuous, private family, o’clock, P. M., to meet at the
For six French comfortables $160.
Wells, October 16, 1840.
>ves all doubts-!
whose
precept
and
example
would
generally
For 18 fluted Decanters, “ GREEN FIN
Loco Foco.
Oír TOWN - HOUSE
its. When the Burlington Co. . . . . .810 Atlantic Co............. 272 GER CUPS,” “ CUT WINE COOLERS,” lead them back to the paths of rectitude.
FOR SALE
1 would appeal to the candor wf your corres for the purpose of a Political Discussion. A >1
Cape
May
............
. . .416 Bergen no opposition. “ CLARET WINE GLASSES,” &c. $220.
uilated to tarnislili
HHDS. Rock Salt;
pondent
to
say
whether,
if
there
were
an
individ

general
attendance
is
requested.
—
The
sub

Cumberland,
.
.
Sussex
do.
.
.
.197
For ONE LIQUOR STAND for Presi ual confined under the circumstances I have
18 do. Porto Rico Molasses.
lero and States® Gloucester,. . . .
do.
. . 516 Warren
ject
will
be
argued
by
able
men
on
both
sides.
dent’s house, $25 00.
D. & S. WARD.
repeated, it ist^ Hudson Co. ., . . . . 30.1 Hunterdon do.
mentioned, for whose fate he was interested, he We hope every voter will attend.
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 16, 1840.
It would seem, too, that with a salary of would not gladly see him transferred from the filto the emphatic! Monmouth, . . . . . . 83
Lyman, October 20, 1840.
$25.000 the President might afford to pay thv enclosure of a jail, and its still more filthy in
>le of Ohio, asf Middlesex, . . . . . .156
(Kr’MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
habitants, to the comfortable mansion of some
Mercer,
.............
.
.
.450
small bills for“ grinding table knives”—“ hem virtuous citizen, whose admonitions would check
The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
he ballot-boxes, I Morris,............. . . .203
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
ming dish cloths, towels, aprons, dusters and his vicious propensities, and whose authority onrthlessness of Ife Passaic................ . . .199
OR Electors of President and Vice Pres yearly, for several years, and having estab
heir propagators® Somerset, . . . . . . 241
straining cloths” out of his own pocket, with ver him would be no more than is exercised over
ident, can be obtained at this Office. lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
thousands of apprentices in our country and
Salem,................ . . 112
out charging to the government items like those bound servants which are tolerated in our Our Whig friends would oblige us by send periority over all other specifics for human
Essex,................ . .1740'
own as well as in every other State in the U- ing in their orders as early next week as prac maladies, as the published testimony of hun
his champion oil The above returns show a net Whig gain the following :—
nion,
Far from advocating the abominable ticable.
dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
GRINDING
TABLE
KNIVES
for
Pres

reviler of Hani in 14 counties (all in which there was any
principles attributed to me by your correspon
Gazette Office, Oct. 22, 1840.
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
ident
’
s
house,
$4
62L
dent, I think that imprisonment for debt, under
o private life 1>P contest) of
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
For hemming 12 dozen kitchen dish cloths, any circumstances but that where fraud is alleg
HYMENEAL
malady they may, whether it is better to con
y effort in the p|,(
$6 00.
ed, is at war with the best principles of our
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures oi dis
For hemming 6 dozen aprons ffir Presi Constitution, and ought to be abolished.
,ke was put
MARRIED—In Sweden, on Wednesday eve ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
n—but invaioJ votes, on the vote of 1839. The State is safe dent’s Cook, &c. $3 00.
I am, sir, your humble servant,
ning, the 14th inst. by Rev. Eaton Mason, Or- his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
VVM H. HARRISON.
For hemming 6 dozen check dusters, $2 25
ren Ross, M. D. of Kennebunk-port, to Miss
Duncan were * for Harrison.
He
North Bend, Dec. 21, 1821.
“
“
6 “ straining cloths, $3 00
Elizabeth, daughter of the late Daniel Hol to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
c and corner oils On the Legislature now chosen will de
thinks there can be but one answer to this
«
«
2 “
“
“
$100
To show up more fully, if possible, the na den, jr., Esq. of S.
-Maine, (York coj volve the duty of electing a Governor, an d
In West-Woodstock, Conn. 4th inst, Mr. Ben question—and that answer an immediate ap
“
“
7 “ chamber towels, $3 50 ture of the calumny thus refuted, we extract a
was flooded w
iamin R, Cotton of Saco, to Miss Abby J. Pike plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
We might exlend this list of extravagant paragraph from the Miamian, an Ohio paper: of WDOTES to be obtained at his principal of
ients
loHJ a U. S. Senator in the place of Garret D.
Wall (L. F.) whose term expires on the 4th and inappropriate chaiges, and add thereto a
In Sanford, by Rev. G. W. Bourne, Mr. Ivory fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of bis numer
“ The charge was first made against the
he United St*’
ous agencies.
list of expenditures by the several Cabinet of worthy General, in 1821, by a writer for one B. Garey, to Miss Betsey Shaw, both of S.
rnish the f<iH>eollf of March next.
of the Cincinnati papers. This INFAMOUS
(f/^These valuable Medicines are for sale
ficers
equally
extravagant
and
wasteful.
We
The
People
of
N.
Jersey
have
now
passed
»nted their V*’
OBITUARY
SLANDERER was an Englishman, who
by
DANIEL REM1CH, Kennebunk.
have
room
for
the
following
only,
found
ajudgment upon the conduct of the Van Buren
their wishes,
had been taken with Proctor, by HARRI
August 6, 1840.
DIED—In Saco,9th inst. Gracia A. youngest
members
of
the
National
Legislature
and
that
mong
the
expenditures
of
the
Secretary
of
SON, and hence his enmity. He now holds, child of the late Arnos G. Goodwin, aged 5 wins.
■n in language •of the Van Buren men who are now acting the Treasury for the use of his office:
an office under Van Buren and is thus paid
In Poland, 16th August, Mrs. Abigail, wife of BTATURE’S GHAND REfor his abuse of the gallant old General.”
For nine copies of the Daily Globe, $90.
Mr. Isaac Frost, formerly of Limington, Me. aas members of Congress from that State.
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands
I«’1* The whigs awaited the result of this election
years.
FOR SOAP, $100.
ELECTION OF MAJOR GENERALS. gedIn83Limerick,
unrivalled for the following complaints,
15th inst., Mrs. Hannah, consort
FOR ICE, $100.
»fficerson the first'J with much anxiety, and not one of the many
The Legislature have made choice of Brig. of Mr. Samuel Martin, of that place, aged 55
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv
These
items
are
taken
from
Public
Docu

Gen.
George
W.
Batchelder
of
Gardiner,
and
.nth the resell ¡»’ splendid triumphs of their cause has caused
er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
years.
ments. Are the People prepared to sustain Col. Rendol Whidden of Calais, Major Gen
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
whig officers Î
more heartfelt gratification than the decided
erals of the second and seventh Divisions of
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
SHIP NEWS.
oueamixedii^'f and emphatic tones of condemnation, in an administration which is swelling the an the Militia, in place of Maj. Gens. Greenleaf
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
nual expenditures in this manner?—will they White and Ezekiel Foster, resigned.
KENNEBUNK, OCTOBER 24, 1840. and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
which the freemen of New-Jersey, through
In the House the whole number of ballots
shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
lite ballot boxes, have expressed themselves countenance the Chief Magistrate in lolling thrown
M KMORA NDA .
was 102. Geo. W. Batchelder of
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
in
luxurious
ease,
better
befitting
an
effemi

Sid
from
Liverpool,
19th
ult.
Marcia-Cleaves,
against the perpetrators of the foul outrage
Gardiner had 73 ; William Stevens 12 ;
[>f Alexandra,'
New Orleans. The Lucy, Murphy, in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; iwo bottles
upon their rights and their honor. They nate monarch of the
. East, than the ruler of an James R. Batchelder 3, blanks 6, and there Thompson,
was advertised Sept. 28th, to sail for New Or have been known to cure this afflicting dis
have reslored the Broad Seal of the Stale and ¡"dependent and tndustrtous people ?
was one vote each for eight persons, &c. one leans, Oct. 1.
e sense
ease after having baffled every exertion for
out of season.”
Ar. at Antwerp, 23d ult. Diantha, Shorey, four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
ceding
placed the Broad Seal of reprobation on the , The Whigs
yV|)5gs of
op Wells had a meeting last of them being “ Resigned
[Portland Advertiser.
James River, via Boston
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
Virginia, with1 e authors and participators in the scheme of week and listened to a fine Address delivered
Sid. from Flushing, 14th ult. Eliza-Thornton, ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
S
outh
C
arolina
is
wedded
to
the
idols
by
Samuel
Bradley,
Esq.
of
Hollis
another
-irocession
political chicanery which resulted in depriv
I Foss, New \ ork.
it may be administered to the infant with
Wednesday last and were addressed by of Nullification, and the Whigs seem not to I „
Atv Bordeaux, 12th ult. Elizabeth, Gillpatrick, safety.
ing the State of five of its legally returned on
vor of the
Gen. Appleton and John Neal, Esq., of have made an effort at the election for mem- discharging,
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
YhOfW Representatives in the Councils of the Nation. Portland, in excellent speeches, which were bers of Congress and the State Legislature, I• At New-Orleans, 2d, ship York, for Trieste,
DANIEL REMICH,
!onneclicuti
which took place on the 12th and 13ih inst. loading.
All praise to New Jersey.
well received.
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THE INDIAN SUMMER.
It comes, it comes with golden sheaf,
In the time of the sear and yellow leaf,
And it flings the fruit from the bended tree,
And scatters it round in its reckless glee ;
It plays on the brow of the maiden fair,
And parts with its fingers, her raven hair.

It comes, it comes, and its minstrel’s wing
O’er the glassy lake is quivering,
With music soft as the mellow strain
Of zephyrs over the swelling main,
It gladdens the vales as it floats along,
And stream and mountain re-echo the song.
It comes, it comes, like a fairy sprite,
Arrayed in robes of gossamer white,
And the carpet of leaves on the ground is spread,
And the flowers yield ’neath its conquering tread,
For it strides along in its kindly way,.
Like shadows that flit at the close of day.
It comes, it comes, and the ripened grain
Is wreathing crowns for its golden rain,
And the bright eye sparkles with liquid light,
Like the stars enthroned on the brow of night,
And the teeming fields their offerings bring,
At the sainted shrine of the Autumn King.

HOME.
The dearest spot of earth to me
Is home, sweet home !
The fairy land I long to see
Is home, sweet home !
There, how charmed the sense of hearing I
There, where love is so endearing !'
All the world is not so cheering
As home, sweet home !
I’ve taught my heart the way to prize
My home, sweet home !
I’ve learnt to look with lover’s eyes
On home, sweet home !
There, where vows are truly plighted !
There, where hearts are so united !
All the world besides I’ve slighted
For home, sweet home !

í/Vfew

Goods!

WILLIAM LORD & Co.

Have just received,—
Pilot Cloths ; Beaver do. ; Broad Cloths;
Cassimeres ; Flannels ; Vestings ; Sattinets ;
Black Alpines ; Figured do. ; Saxonies ;
Alpecca Cloths ; German Merinos ;
English Merinos ; Cambleteens ;
English, French and American Prints ;
Plain and Checked Linzey ; Russia Diaper;
Silk Velvet ; Bob Net and Black Lace;
Thread and Cotton Edgings ;
Mousline de Laines; Challies ;
Black Silk Fringe ; Silk Cord ; Sewing Silk ;
Black and Drab Josephines ;
Gro de Nap. Synchaw and Taffetas Silks ;
Twist ; Colored Cambricks; Fig’d Booking ;
Factory and English Gingham ; Jackonet ;
Bishop Lawn ; Imitation Cambric;
Swiss and Book Muslin ; Tamboured do. ;
French Crape ; Robes ; Green Barage ;
Blond Veils ; Linen ; Linen Lawn ;
Linen Cambrick ; Silk Flag, Bandanna, Imi
tation Cambrick, Pongee. Cotton Flag, Log
Cabin and Fancy Handkerchiefs ;
Challey Scarfs; Blk Italian and India Cravats;
Plaid Silk and Plaid Cotton do. ;
Edinboro’, Highland, Black, Worsted, Cashmere, Brocha and Cotton Shawls ;
Mohair, Goat, Gentlemen’s Black, Gentle
men’s Buck, Black Kid and Silk Gloves ;
Table Covers ;
Lasting, Figured Satin and Figured Velvet
Coat Buttons ;
Worsted, Saxony, Cotton and Silk Hose ;
Belts ; Plaid Ribbons ; Face Flowers ;
Carpet Binding ; Comforters ; Tapes ;
Linen and Colton Thread ;
Mixed and Paper Pins ; Hooks and Eyes ;
Spools Cotton ; Wound Wire ;
Tambor Cotton ; Needles ; Rouen Cassimere ;
Padding; Canvass;
Brown and Bleached Drilling ;
Brown and Bleached Sheeting and Shirting ;
Satin Jean ; Horse and Rose Blankets;
Umbrellas; Warp Yarn Nos. 7 to 19;
Blue Warp Nos. 9 to 11;
Black, White and Mixed Worsted ;
White and Mixed Woolen Yarn ; Tickings ;
Black Wadding ; Batting ; Wicking, &c. &c.

Groceries^ &c.

State of Maine.

I

tin the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and forty.
AN ACT in relation to Elections.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives in Legislature as
sembled, That the qualified electors of unincor
porated places may organize themselves into
plantations for the purpose of Elections in
the following manner:—Any three or more
of the inhabitants ofany unincorporated place
may apply in writing to one or more County
Commissioners of the County in which such
place is situated, whose duty it shall be to
issue his warrant to one of said applicants,
directing him to notify and warn a meeting
of the Electors of said place, within such
limits as shall be described in such warrant
at some specified central place by posting up
notice thereof, and of its object, in two or
more public places in said unincorporated
place, seven days before the day of said meet
ing. And at the time and place appointed, a
Moderator shall be chosen by ballot, whose
duty it shall be to preside at said meeting.
And three Assessors and a clerk shall also be
chosen by ballot at the same time, who shall
be sworn by the Moderator or a Justice of
the Peace. And the limits of all Plantations,
so organized, shall be described by said As
sessors, so chosen, and forwarded to the
Secretary of State, and by him recorded.
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That said
Assessors shall make out an alphabetical list
of all such inhabitants of said place as shall
appear to be qualified Electors by the Con
stitution of this State, or of the United States,
and post up said list in two or more public
places in said unincorporated place seven days
at least next before the day of the election.
They shall call a meeting of the inhabitants
aforesaid at some convenient and central
place to be designated in the warrant there
for, by posting up notice thereof seven days
before the day of election, which election
shall be on the same day it is in the class or
county of which said place may be a part.
And it shall be the duty of said Assessors to
be present at some convenient place to be sta
ted in the Warrant calling the meeting on
the day of election as long before the hour of
meeting as they shall deem necessary, to re
ceive evidence of the qualifications of elec
tors, and to amend their list accordingly.
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That said As
sessors shall preside impartially at said meet
ing and receive the votes of all qualified electors present, sort, count and declare them
in open plantation meeting, and in the pre
sence of the plantation Clerk, who shall form
a list of persons voted for, with the number
of votes for each person against his name ;
shall make a fair record thereof in the pre
sence of the Assessors, and in open plantation
meeting. And the Clerk shall make out fair
copies of thedist of voters, and names of voters,
to be attested ’by the Assessors and the Clerk
and to be sealed up in open plantation meet
ing, and cause the same to be delivered with
in the time required by the Constitution to
the respective authorities, whose duty it may
be to receive the same. And votes so thrown
shall be received and allowed for Electors
of President and Vice President, for Repre
sentative to Congress, for Governor, Senators,
Representative to State Legislature, and
County officers, in the same manner as votes
thrown in any town in said class or county.
Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, That the or
ganization as aforesaid of any plantation for
the purpose aforesaid shall continue, the as
sessors and clerk, afterwards, be chosen, and
the meetings be called and held annually in
March or April in the same manner in all oth
er reSpebts, as in towns. And said officers of
said plantation shall be liable to all the penal
ties for official neglect or misconduct, respect
ively, that selectmen and clerks of towns are
by law, and the voters of said place shall be
liable to the same penalties that the voters of
towns are in like circumstances.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That this
Act shall take effect from and after its appro
val by the Governor.
In the House of Representatives. October
2, 1840. This Bill having had three several
readings, passed to be enacted.
HANNIBAL HAMLIN, Speaker.
In Senate, October 2, 1840. This Bill hav
ing had two several readings, passed to be enacted.
STEPHEN C. FOSTER, President.
October 2, 1840. Approved.
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
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¡BRANDRETH’S PILES.
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine,
asid ali diseases oí’the lauses. 1

THE RESURRECTION,
OR

___ VEGETABLE
. _......................._________
_____ BAL
'
proved by the experience of thousands to
PERSIAN PILLS.
rglHE
PULMONARY
fl SAM is believed to be deservedly tbe most be, when properly persevered with, a certain
--------- 000-------- O^ln order that this valuable medicine
popular Medicine ever known in America, for cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
__ l._,_______
„.I___ or ,phthisic,
’ ' ■ ,consumption,
______ r
i all having the same origin, and invariably arise should not be counterfeited, we have a plate
coughs,
colds, asthma
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, representing a Persian scene, that is struck on
every kind.
| namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circula- each bill, one of which accompanies each box.
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been tion of the BLOOD.
We
to publish a long
In
in a period
ot little
nine more than
man three
mree years
, n deem
.fl it, unnecessary
.
1 . list
very extensively used for about twelve years ;
»'»rinr! of
nf
vears in
United Stoles, thov have restored to a stale of,
Certificates, as they will net her add to nor
and its reputation has been constantly increasing, ithe
-------------So universally popular has this article become !! health anid enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED dimmish the virtues of this admirable comfthat
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if may
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»• < 1 _ !I THOUSAND
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now
be /-»/xncjirliArorl
considered as
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standard
artipersons, who were given over as j pound.
Superior
s, Evcle in a large part of the United States and Brit- ■ incurable by physicians of the first rank and j
Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth’S,
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly standing, and in many cases when every other ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) feanaby them, considering it the most safe as well as | remedy had been resorted to in vain,
tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
certain remedy for the above complaints. Thej1 In all cases of Bain or Weakness,1, whether it the public, as certified to by Physicians and
'
be
chronic
or
recent,
whether
it
be
deafness
or
Proprietors have received, and are receiving
„„ others.—Let none condemn them until they
numerous recommendations from many of our pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu- I have tried them, and then we are certain
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac j tional or from some immediate cause, whether i; they will not.
tice. The names of a few individuals who have it be from internal or external injury, it will be ,
j“
’t. is now a settled point with all who have
given their testimony in favor of this article are cured by persevering in the use of these Pills, j
used
This great principle of 11 PURGING” in ' liser the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
here subjoined, and for a more full account see
the envelope to the bottle.
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is they are pre-eminently the best and most efDoct. Amory Hunting, ‘ Doct. ~
Samuel Morrill, found much more convenient to take an occa- j ficacious FAM 11.Y MEDICINE that has yet
“ Timothy Baylies, sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always ' been used in America. If every family could
“ Truman Abell,
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
“ Thomas Brown,
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, ; become acquainted with their Sovereign pow“ Albert Guild.
William Perry,
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that ] er over disease, they would keep them and
AN INTERESTING CASE.
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have ,
prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, months of miserable weakness, and the only one t on t|]e fi(St appearance of disease, and then
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at tbe ' bow much distress wou|d be avoided and
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A difference between the appearance of those two ; n|
ga , ag wel) ag
lives of thousands
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable persons—one has been treated by your regular j , •’ ,
’ ,
.
.
1
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practitioner
—
see
how
pale
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debilitated
|,
J
wjw
are
burned
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by Ueglecltng
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of
is,
see
how
the
shadow
of
death
throws
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s
I
disease
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its
fit
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stages,
or
by
not
being
tti
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a
long time with the consumption. His physician solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, j possession of a remedy which they can place
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to see how he trembles in every limb; kis eyes dependence upon.
be unable to help himself, and was raising a sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
(C/^AII who wish to guard against sickness,
large quantity of blood, when he commenced perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely,
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. says, lc most inveterate case of Liver com from youth to old age, when taken according
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme to the directions.
has promised me a more detailed account of his dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
QT/^Call for the bill that accompanies each
case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
better say.— So to save life you must half poison box in all cases.«¿J)
The Insurrection
For*
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized MERCURA—and positively make a man mis sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great
with a violent cough which continued two or erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
three months My cough was so severe that 1 called curing. Shocking folly !
of strength, health and happiness. The
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the name of these pills originated from the cir
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver cumstance of the medicine being found only
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
This vegetable
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable conscious strength, his countenance is clear in the cemetries of Persia.
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with production being of a peculiar kind, led to
He however loaned it to me till I could procure the feeling of new life and animation; he has experiments as to its medical qualities and
it became an eshim another. I experienced immediate relief been confined a few days to his bed, but heJ USus virtues. In hall a century .V
from it. The first opportunity 1 had I procured ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills?, ftnd (tablished medicine fi)r the diseases of that
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres soon rose without any injury being sustained
ained country. The extract of this singular proervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in duetion was introduced into some parts of
Dec. 17, 1838.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
entirely recovered the attack *. because his celebrated physicians in curing certain dis
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav eases, where all other medicines had been us
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
Early in the year 1792, the
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne ed in vain.
Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU down by useless particles, but has renewed his extract was combined with a certain vegeta
ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in
INE.
life and body both.
(O°The outside Yellow Label will have, on
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
and after December 1839,in addition to that of Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de admirable effect of this compound upon the
Sampson Reed, tbe signature of Wm. John Cut cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and human system, led physicians and families
ler, one of his partners.
corrupt humors o£ the blood; those humors into its general use. Their long established
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo which cause disease—they impede the func character, their universal and healing virtues,
nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to tions of the liver when they settle upon that the detergent, and cleansing qualities of their
introduce spurious articles, which by partially organ, and which, when they settle upon the specifical action upon the glandular part of
assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro the system, are such as will sustain their rep
these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos utation and general use in the American Re
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves public.
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” 11 Carter’s Com sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
utto mothers.^
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
chasers should enquire for the true article by its all who behold them.
Messrs. E. Chase
Co, :—Gents.—Hearing
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
Yes, purging these humors from the body is much said about the extraordinary effects of the
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks the true cure for all these complaints, and eve Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
and signatures of the genuine.
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it trial of them. My wife was at that time the
Pulmonary Balsam.”
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming mother of five children, and had suffered the
[EFOne more Counterfeit, besides tho known, and more and more appreciated.
most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
“ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
The cure by purging may more depend up after her confinement of each. She had tried
above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to on the laws which produce sweetness or purity every means and taken much medicine, but
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called than may be generally imagined. Whatever found little or no relief.—She commenced taking
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because the Persian Pills about three months before her
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity confinement, (her health being very poor about
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled of constant exercise is seen.
this length of time previous) and soon after was
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
When constant exercise cannot be used enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of mother to her family until her confinement. At
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. the time she commenced taking the Persian
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, of life, are kept free from those impurities flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, which would prevent its steady current minis vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre removed before using half a box. It is with
ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na great confidence that we advise all those about
try merchants generally in New England, and in ture which is thus assisted through the means to become mothers, to make use of the Persian
the principal places throughout the United States and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Pills. All those that have taken them in our
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York neighborhood have got along in the same easy
September 4, 1840.
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276 mano r, and are about house in a few days.
There does not appear to be half the danger of
Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
other difficulties setting in after confinement
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say,
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
reach of the poor as well as the, rich. We are
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
of Probate for the county of York,
truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
Commissioners to receive and examine thePittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
Czncinnai?, 119 Main street.
claims of the several creditors to the estate of
world of suffering, which many of them have to
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
JOHN CRAM,
bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
late of Sanford, in said county, deceased, rep
which otherwise would be lost.
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
resented insolvent, hereby give notice, that
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
six months from the third day of August, inst.
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
are allowed said creditors to bring in and
\ET How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
prove their claims ; and that we will attend purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
A. O. ROBERTS.
the duty assigned us at the dwelling-house
Never purchase without being positively sure
Certificates
can
he
procured
by calling up
of John Powers, in said Sanford, on the last that the person selling has an Engraved cer
observe it has been on the agents in the villages, who have a large
Saturdays of October, November and Janua tificate of Agency, and
ry next, from one to four o’clock in the after renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee bill containing a treatise on most diseases,
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui
noon on each of said days.
holder are genuine.
tously.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
JNO. POWERS.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
THEODORE TRIPP.
by
Mr.
J
ohn O. Langlev, my only Travelling to whom all orders must be addressed (post
Sanford, August 10, 1840.
... Maine—
1 or by1 ordering
.
Agent« in
from
paid) Rochester, N. Y.
Principal
New
England
Office,
up
For saie by the following Agents :
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.

r.

or

ConiniissionertP JVotice.

T

Loaf, White and Brown Sugar ; Saleratus ;
Starch ; Indigo ; Keg and box Tabacco ;
Cloves ; Winter Strained and Refined Oil ;
Clear Pork ; Flour ; Clover & Grass Seeds ;
Brooms ; Cut Nails—4d. to 40d.;
Wrought Nails—8d. to lOd. ; Sheet Lead ;
STATE OF MAINE.
7—9 and 8—10 Glass ; Iron ;
Secretary’s Office, ?
Mahogany & Gilt Framed Looking Glasses ;
Augusta, October 2, 1840. (
Mill Files ; 3-4 do. ; Plated Spoons ;
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
Iron Spoons ; Log Cabin Pocket Knives ;
copy of the original deposited in this office.
Basting Spoons ; Tea Trays ; Sad Irons ;
11 OS t *
Tippecanoe Razors ; Shoe Thread ;
P. C. JOHNSON, Sec’y of State,
Crockery.
(t/**A
11
papers that publish the laws of the
Common Teas ; Printed do.; Handled do. ;
Pudding Dishes ; Printed Ewers and Basins State are requested to insert the foregoing.
CC. Washbowls ; Embossed do.;
Idst of Letters
Printed and Edged Plates;
Settle up and Pay
!
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
CC Washbowl Pitchers;
-------- 000-------Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Maine, September 30, 1840.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
Figured China Tea Setts ; China Plates ;
HE subscriber hereby gives special no JOHN
Wells, Seth Hatch.
A B. C. D. E. F. G.
OSBORN & Co. ;
Printed Mugs, &c. &c.
tice to his friends in general, and all
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
DWARD BOURNE, Ezra Bearse, John
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
S.
H.
Gould
;
The above Goods, together with their for
persons indebted to him in particular, that
August 6, 1840.
Brown, 3d,—Rev. G. F. Cox, Mrs. Al
and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
mer stock, are offered for sale at low prices
they must pay up,—and now is the time to andSaco
mira Cole, Miss Hannah Chick,—Thomas
Seleucus Adams ;
for Cash.
JEFFERSON" HOUSE.
Dorman, Miss Caroline Durrell, M. Durrell, do it. His dues are in many cases small in
Lyman, William Huntress;
Kennebunk, October 10, 1840.
— Miss Sally Fletcher, Miss Louisa G. Foss, amount—but small as they are, they must be
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
paid,
in
order
to
enable
him
to
go
along
with
List of Letters
Miss Mary Fairfield,—William M. Giddings.
--------- 000--------Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery;
his
business.
To
him
the
collection
of
these
HIS house is one of the oldest and most
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Lebanon,
Libbey
&
Wood
;
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk
Samuel Hart, Nathaniel Hobbs, Mrs. Jane small sums is important. Small debts are
respectable in the City, having been es
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
port, October 1, 1840.
Huff, Miss Lucy Hodgdon,—Mark E. Joice, easier paid than large ones ;—but whether
tablished many years. It is in the centre of
Berwick,
J.
S.
T.
Cushing
;
A. B. C. D. E. F. H.
large or small they must be attended to. —It
business, and well supplied with the best the
HARLES BRYANT, 2,-Miss Sarah — George Lord, G. & I. Lord, 7, William is his intention to make some new arrange
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
market affords. Merchants and others from
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Clough, Edwin W. Cressy,—Mrs. Ly Lord & Co., Daniel Littlefield, Rev. Edwin ment in his business, and he therefore calls
Leigh, Dr. Jesse F. Lock, Miss Eunice Lar
dia Dodge,—James Emery, John H. Emery,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. the country will find every thing to make
upon
ALLlo
settle
and
PAY
UP
without
them comfortable. Price 75 cents per dayi
Asa English,—Joseph Fletcher,—Philemon rabee, J. G. Larrabee,—Mrs. Jerusha Mitch further notice. Let no one excuse himself Spear ;
ell.
JOSEPH DREW.
M. Haynes, Thomas Huff.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free;
from
this
call.
Those
who
call
and
settle,
by
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
May 9, 1840.
man
;
K. L. M. N.
Moses Nason,—Miss Caroline A. Plumer, note or otherwise, will be entitled to more
Nathaniel Kimball, Samuel Kimball,—Mrs.
York, Alexander Dennett;
than those who neglect this
HARRISON ALMANACS
Olive Littlefield, Daniel W. Lord, 2, Andrew — Daniel Quimby,—John Roberts, Hall Rob consideration
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
notice.
P
ay
is,
however,
the
great
object
Luques, 2, Anthony Luques,—Mrs. Melinda erts, James K. Remich, John W. Robinson, with him.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
FOR 1841 ;
Mills, William Mitchell,—John Nason, Geo. Joseph Russell, Samuel Roberts, Uriel Ride
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden;
HARRISON
Letter Paoer,
He
also
offers
for
sale
a
valuable
Horse,
out, Miss Hannah Roads,—Miss Caroline D.
B. Nichols.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
For sale by
* D. REMICH.
a* one horse Wagon, a good Chaise, a good
Smith.
P. S. T. W,
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
.
Kennebunk, July 17, 1840.
Sleigh, and a prime Cow, all of which he
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
John Peabody, John G. Perkins, Simon
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams,
Capt. Joseph Taylor, 7, Mrs. Mary D. would sell cheap for cash only.
Perkins, William Pills, Mrs. Caroline Smith,2,
Parsonsfield,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
ABIAL
KELLY,
J
un.
’X’XX®
Thompson,
—
Charles
W.
Williams,
George
-—Mrs. Lydia S. Tapley,—Miss Mary Wake
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Kennebunk,
Oct.
1,
1840.
Wise, Alexander Warren, 2, Gardiner Walk
field, Issachar Wells.
32 Letters.
Cornish, John McLellan ;
er, Wm. or Abner Wormwood, Mark Wake
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
Limington, James McArthur;
JVetv Goods!
field.
60 Leiters.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Carding and Clothing Mill.
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
ISAAC FURBISH
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Buxton, T. Bolles";
AS just received a new and fresh sup
HE subscriber will sell at Public Auction,
S3. Gould
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
ply of
on Thursday, the 24th day of Decem
AS received a fresh supply of Cheap ENGLISH, FRENCH & AMERICAN
Acton, Wm. Evans.
ber next, at one o’clock in the afternoon (un
SHEETINGS and Factory
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
less previously disposed of at private sale) his
S3UT GO 033®.
Warp.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
CARDING & CLOTHING MILL and Ma
—ALSO—
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 12.
May, 1839.
GROCERIES, CROCKERY, GLASS &
chinery, situated in Kennebunk-port, on
ARTRIDGE’S LEATHErTpRESERHARD WARE.
Kennebunk river, and the main post road
Writing Fluid.
Kennebunk, October 3, 1840.
VATIVE—for Chaise Tops—Boots
leading from Kennebunk to Saco. Said
^ELT
’
S
Black Writing Fluid, which flows A PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com
and Shoes, &c.
stand is a good one for Carding and Clothing,
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
prising Pen,
. v... Pocket and Jack Knives,—
or for a small manufacturing establishment.— BELL’S Paste Blacking—a superior article.
CARPETING
their durability without their corrosive prop- Scissors, &c. &c.. This day received by
Shoe Brushes. For sale by
For particulars enquire of
For sale by
JAMES LORD.
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH. |
D. REMICH.
D. REMICH.
MOSES NASON.
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
March 12, 1840.
\ June 26,1840.
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